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Managing your VAT obligations with EY’s VAT in Control
More than 160 countries impose a value-added tax (VAT) or similar tax on consumption. These
global VAT rules are complex, varied and constantly evolving. Digital compliance requirements,
real-time reporting and VAT rate volatility add to the complexity.

Because VAT is levied at every point along the supply chain, and reporting is constant, the
amount of data needed to accurately account for these taxes can be substantial. Without a
robust framework, costs and risks can spiral out of control. And increasingly, corporate officers
are being made personally accountable for the accuracy of a company’s VAT filings and
reports.

In this environment, the indirect tax function must be in control of every stage of transactional
reporting, in every part of the business. The EY approach, called VAT in Control, helps
businesses adopt consistent processes, understand their VAT position and respond to shifting
regulatory requirements and tax administration inquiries. This approach provides insights into
potential weaknesses and can identify opportunities — better positioning the business to
predict the impact of decisions.

        Related articles:

► Issue 27: Managing transfer pricing risk in a rapidly changing environment
► Issue 26: Prepare now for post-pandemic tax controversy
► Issue 25: Managing indirect taxes through and beyond COVID-19
► Tax controversy is a global issue — is your company ready?
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   Register for EY Tax News Update: Global Edition
EY’s Tax News Update: Global Edition is a free, personalized email subscription service that allows you to receive EY Global Tax Alerts, newsletters,
events, and thought leadership published across all areas of tax. Access more information about the tool and registration here.

This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax or other professional advice. Please refer to
your advisors for specific advice.
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